The O Men Book One (out now)
- Collecting issues 0 to 7
- Doctor O selects a group of supernaturals to form a new
superteam and fight an old enemy, but are they actually interested?

The O Men Book Two (out now)
- Collecting issues 8 to 14
- Evil Anachema starts targeting
The O Men – and their friends and
family. Can The O Men stop her
before it’s too late?

The O Men Book Three (out now)
- Collecting issues 15 to 25
- The epic 10-part Vicious Circle
storyline: It’s all-out war between
The O Men and Anachema – and
not everyone will survive...

The O Men Book Four (out Spring
2015)
- Collecting issues 26 to 27
- A new O Men team emerges...
- Includes a special Anthology side
- with contributions from some of
the UK’s most exciting artists.

The O Men Book Five (out early 2016)
- Collecting issues 2.8 to 2.12, plus three
Volume 3 one-shots
- The O Men series reaches its shocking
conclusion
- The team attempt to stop the Vicious Circle
- and their victims once and for all.
- Plus, all is finally revealed about Miss
Scarlet, Doctor O and Anachema.

*Volume 6 & 7 covers subject to change.

www.theomencomic.wordpress.com
The series is also available on Comixology.
Twitter: spandex comic
Facebook: The O Men
Feel free to also check out
www.spandexcomic.com!
The O Men is an award-nominated superhero soap opera.

Doctor O attempts to recruit a team of superhumans in order to battle against an old enemy, Anathema. But are the team actually interested?

The series follows the stories of the different characters as they attempt to live their normal lives - and try to deal with their own secrets.

And as the team - and their friends and family - are picked off one by one by Anathema, who will survive?

And perhaps most importantly, what does the 'O' actually stand for?

Created, written and drawn by Martin Eden, The O Men began in 1998 with Volume One running for 28 issues.

Then came Volume Two, which ran for seven issues, until Martin took a hiatus to create his new comic, Spandex.

But now, five years on, Spandex is finished (for now), and Martin is returning to finish off The O Men!

The O Men is being collected across five books - with the fifth book containing the all-new final issues of the series. Everything will be revealed!